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WHILE IT’S NOT A 
FOREIGN CON-
CEPT, the op-
portunity to study 
painting in a private 
studio, under the 
mentorship of a 
renowned artist, 
is unusual today. 
Certainly, we are 
familiar with the 
historic tradition of 
this arrangement. In 
a crucial juncture in 
his career, Raphael 
learned a great deal 
from a wiser, older 
Leonardo da Vinci 
— creating more 
complex compo-
sitions and also 
adapting Leonardo’s 
sfumato technique 
into his own style. 
Talent was a pri-
mary issue in such 
relationships,  and 
it was  generally ac-
cepted that talented 
teachers begat tal-
ented students. This 
was the case of Baroque painter Anthony 
van Dyck, a famous pupil of Peter Paul 
Rubens. Today, however, in the contempo-
rary rush toward a terminal degree, private 
study opportunities do not come as easily. 
So it is remarkable that Anelecia Hannah 
(www.anelecia.com) swayed Bo Bartlett, a 
celebrated painter, to make an exception 
and take on a long-term private student. 
That decision to study on her own terms, 
under a single mentor, has fostered a growth  

central to her rise as an artist — now with 
gallery representation at Hespe Gallery in 
San Francisco.

Finding a Mentor
 Anelecia interprets her inclusion 
into Bo’s inner circle as a great episode of 
synchronicity. She had fi rst seen Bo’s work 
in college as she was fi nishing her B.F.A. 
at Seattle Pacifi c University (SPU). She 
describes his solo exhibition at Seattle’s 
Frye Museum as “the fi rst time I ever truly 
saw painting — the scale, the content, the 
surface of multi-fi gure paintings with sub-
conscious narrative. I was wonder-struck, 
and further, I felt recognized — as if I was 
being spoken to in my own language.”
 After graduating from SPU, Anelecia 
went on to study for a year at the Florence 

Academy of Art in Italy, 
where she was inculcated 
into academic realism. It 
was a style of painting that 
Anelecia appreciated but 
did not aspire to as her 
ultimate way of work-
ing. She wanted to fi nd a 
means to handle materials 
in a way that felt sincere, 
not formulaic.
 It was 2004 when 
Anelecia approached and 
persuaded Bo to take her 
on as a private student. 
Upon her return to the 
United States, she got 
word of a Bartlett lecture 
at her alma mater. So she 
just showed up and sat in 
the back with slides in 
hand. After Bo chronicled 
his own story of cold-call-
ing the legendary Andrew 
Wyeth and showing up 
at his door step, Anel-
ecia was emboldened to 
introduce herself after the 
lecture and inquire if Bo 
ever took students.
 As she recalls: “The 

answer was no. But then he looked over my 
slides, and invited me to come by his studio 
the next day. I had a million questions for 
him that fi rst visit, thinking it was my one 
opportunity to learn, but as I was leaving, 
he suggested that I should come back the 
next week with my paint box.
  “We continued sessions for a couple 
months. Then, when I was accepted to to 
the New York Academy of Art for graduate 
school with a scholarship, but wasn’t sure 
if I should go, I asked Bo his thoughts. 
He said, ‘Well, if you don’t go, we could 
keep doing this.’ The choice was obvious 
for me.”
 Now, more than six years later, Anel-
ecia is very close to Bo and his wife, artist 
Betsy Eby (www.betsyeby.com), and lives in 
Vashon, Washington, in order to continue 

Learning Under a Maestro
The Unique Relationship of
Anelecia Hannah and Her Mentor Bo Bartlett

Anelecia’s decision to 
study on her own terms, 
under a single mentor, has 
fostered a growth central 
to her rise as an artist.

Collecting, 2008, by Anelecia Hannah. Oil on panel, 24" x 24". Private collection.
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studying under him. She is also the studio 
manager for both artists. Anelecia is forth-
right and reverent about her relationship 
with her mentor, describing Bo and Betsy as 
her “artistic family, the family of my heart.”
 Bo understands such devotion, as 
he had formed a similar deep bond with 
Wyeth, his own kindred spirit, spending 
fi ve years making a documentary fi lm, Snow 
Hill, on Wyeth’s life and work. 
 After Anelecia had been studying 
under Bo for two years, she painted Collect-
ing (left). The work expresses her respect 

and admiration of those artists that she, 
in a sense, hails from — starting with Bo, 
reaching back to Wyeth and then extend-
ing beyond to the previous generations of 
artists who came before her.
 “[Collecting] is a self-portrait. That’s 
Bo’s shelf of references behind me. There is 
a sense, for me as an artist with a mentor, 
that the mentors of my mentor are part 
of my genealogy. I fi nd myself thinking 
of N.C. Wyeth or Annigoni as my ‘great-
grand-artists,’ and so on.
 “In the Jodo Shinshu Buddhist tradi-

tion, our ancestors live on through us. In 
the older traditions of the Christian church, 
saints intercede for us. It is easy for me to 
think of that vast lineage of artists behind 
me as that ‘great cloud of witnesses’ that St. 
Paul suggests we are constantly surrounded 
by. As a dear friend once said, ‘St. Delac-
roix, pray for us!’
 “Those books of paintings are all 
behind me. I’m there, absorbing the history, 
absorbing the light from the skylight in Bo’s 
studio, taking it all in with my eyes. The 
will to fully intake what a teacher extends, 

Gestation, 2010, by Anelecia Hannah. Oil on linen, 48" x 48". Private Collection.
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the will to be open to the events of life, the 
will to see things as they are, is a will to 
vulnerability.”

Back to Basics
 For three years, Bo and Anelecia 
worked together weekly, except summers. 
In the beginning, Anelecia was frustrated 
by the gap in technical prowess that existed 
between her work and Bo’s.

 “I’d try to watch and fi gure out why the 
paint he laid down transformed into fl esh, 
while mine stayed paint. Bo talked about 
the Hebrew word for ‘life-breath,’ which is 
Ruach. Bo asserted that I needed to breathe 
life into my paint. I just wasn’t getting it 
at fi rst. I think I was hoping for some tidy 
formula like those from atelier days, and Bo 
is … Well, he’s like my Yoda. He actually 
made me blow on my brush before touching 
it to the panel. It helped. It still helps.
 “[Bo taught] me how to make a warm/
cool grisaille and how to keep my brush 

strokes open. At fi rst, he had me painting 
only in grisaille. After a year or so, Bo de-
cided it was time for me to move on to full 
color. He assigned me exercises he called 
‘mudheads,’ which Nelson Shanks, [another 
of] Bo’s mentor[s], had made him do — so 
titled because Nelson’s students would 
inevitably make a muddy mess. 
 “My fi rst experience was a sunny 
June day with my palette laid out with full 

chroma colors [no umber, sienna or ocher]. 
Bo set a mug on a table in a bright sunlight. 
With no brushes and no medium, just a
palette knife and my panel, he told me to 
look for as much color as I could see. Even-
tually, I learned to see color — what to dip 
into on my palette and the temperament of 
each pigment.” 
 Although the formal instruction period 
of their relationship has ended, Bo contin-
ues to pay Anelecia studio visits. He, Betsy 
and Anelecia still draw from the fi gure 
together regularly.

The Philosophy of 
Being an Artist
 Bo’s advice to Anelecia often goes 
beyond technical applications to the philo-
sophical underpinnings of what it means 
to be an artist. A fi xed compilation of Bo’s 
teachings are found in a 140-page paint-
ing manual that is standard issue to every 
student Bo teaches. 
    Though Bo’s career is squarely focused 

on his painting, he has 
taught one year at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of 
Art, and still teaches an oc-
casional weekend workshop. 
Whether he works with 
someone for  three days, or 
for six years as with Anel-
ecia, they receive the book. 
Included is some very simple 
advice called the “10 Do’s.” 
One maxim is “To pray or 
meditate”; another is “To 
love” — not the protocols 
most of us recall from art 
school. Anelecia believes the 
“10 Do’s” have made a 
lasting impact on her life 
and work.
 Another principle of 
the “10 Do’s” is to sleep at 
least eight hours per night 
and allow yourself to dream. 
The inspiration for one of 
Anelecia’s most ambitious 
works, Gestation (page 25) 
came directly out of that 
simple rule. It is one of 
Anelecia’s strongest tributes 
to the positive force one can 
experience in the protected 
and quiet environment of 
empathetic mentorship.
Anelecia notes,“Gestation is 
an image that came to me in 
the middle of the night, and 

I pieced it together later. I am usually very 
solitary, isolated in my studio. 
 “I gave myself permission, until
very recently, not to pursue gallery
representation. I just hunker down in
my studio by the sea and make paintings — 
to nurture myself and let the work become 
what it needs to be. To sort of carry myself 
to full term, artistically, before bringing the 
work out into the world. This painting is 
about that.”
 Anelecia’s paintings are often about 
quietness, meditation and introspection. 
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School of the Americas, 2010, by Bo Bartlett. Oil on board, 76" x 76". Private collection.
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Anelecia has witnessed Bo and Betsy go to great lengths to ac-
quire tranquility. For three months of summer the couple escapes 
to Wheaton Island just off the coast of Maine, living as the sole 
inhabitants of the island and painting in isolation up to 12 hours 
a day. One can certainly get in an unusual state of mind with 
meditation to start the day, a life without TV, and just occasional 
visits from friends who usually row across the harbor from nearby 
islands. Bo and Betsy’s example has made Anelecia protective of 
her own studio time as well.
 Bo has also set an example for Anelecia in creating work of 
depth, reconciling the artist’s desire to explore subjects of great 
personal meaning with the need to make art of wider signifi -
cance. School of the Americas (opposite) refers to Fort Benning in 
Columbus, Georgia, located near Bo’s childhood home. It is also 
the site of a controversial military program that trains foreigners 
in war tactics, and is notorious for its graduates, including former 
trainees who murdered six U.S. Catholic nuns in El Salvador in 
1980. Anelecia (bottom fi gure in the painting) and four other 
women pose as fallen protestors outside of Fort Benning’s gates. 
The painting is a mediation on Bartlett’s personal history as well 
as a refl ection of what it means to be alive in this time. That 
Anelecia was asked to be a model in this group shows the mutual 
trust between mentor and student. For her to participate and see 
Bo tackle heavy content with a dialectical grace has been the 
enduring education that goes far beyond technique.

Beyond the Studio
 The relationship between Bo and Anelecia has expanded 
Anelecia’s outlook and abilities, and has put momentum into her 
career as she now steps out of the studio. As Bo and Betsy’s studio 
manager, Anelecia spends 20 hours a week negotiating with gal-
leries and museums, photographers, and shippers. She assembles 
powerpoints, archives work, order supplies and assists Bo in 
teaching his holistic painting workshops. 
 The job has been a crash course in professional practices, 
and meeting the vanguard art establishment head-on. But to 
Anelecia, the best deal has been her initiation into the sanctity 
of Bo’s way of painting and thinking, and the deep friendship 
with Bo and Betsy. Anelecia’s story shows the merits of an uncon-
ventional path. Bo has taught her not to be afraid of believing in 
something bigger than herself, of telling her stories, and ultimate-
ly rising above those stories.  PA

For more art by Bo Bartlett, visit www.bobartlett.com. To read 
more about him, refer to Annelecia Hannah’s essay, “Awakening To 
Still Point,” in Bartlett’s Still Point catalogue (2007) or check out 
Stephen Knudsen’s review in the SECAC Review Journal in 2013.

Stephen Knudsen is a painting professor at the Savannah College of 
Art and Design. He is also a contributing writer and critic for Art-
Pulse magazine,The SECAC Review Journal, Chicago Arts Maga-
zine, Artscope.net, and the artstory.org. Website: www.steveknudsen.
com. Email: sknudsen@scad.edu

The relationship between Bo and Anelecia 
has expanded Anelecia’s outlook and abili-
ties, and has put momentum into her career.
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